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What does a biostatistician
 do?
Victor De Gruttola, chair of the
 Department of Biostatistics and
 Henry Pickering Walcott
 Professor of Biostatistics, recently
 answered three questions about
 the role of biostatistics in public
 health.

 
E-cigarettes in Europe used
 mostly by the young, current
 smokers, would-be quitters
Nearly 30 million Europeans have
 tried electronic cigarettes, in spite
 of the fact that not much is known
 about their potential risks to
 health or whether they help
 smokers trying to quit.

 
New studies measure results
 of Massachusetts, national
 health reform laws
A new poll finds that 63% of
 Massachusetts residents support
 the 2006 health reform law. A
 separate study finds that young
 adults report feeling better and
 spending less for care under the
 Affordable Care Act.

Around the School

HSPH heroes honored

June 19, 2014

Event Highlights

The economic value of
 vaccination: Moving beyond
 traditional methods
June 24
12:30–1:30 PM
GHP conf. rm, Bldg. 1, 12th fl.

Event calendar >

Featured video

Why Public Health? Jennifer Atlas

Research news

HIV in Africa: Young rural women
 not at greater risk from older
 partners

FDA’s plan to issue salt
 guidelines for food industry is
 good news
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Four HSPH staff members were
 among the “Harvard Heroes”
 honored on June 12. This annual
 ceremony recognizes employees
 who have been nominated by their
 peers for on-the-job excellence.

New student-led publication
 looks for an edge
The Harvard Public Health Review
 launched on May 25. At the helm
 are 10 HSPH students and an
 advisory board including Dean
 Julio Frenk.

Farmers markets bloom
Get a schedule of farmers markets throughout Boston. The market
 located in Brigham Circle runs Thursdays through November, 11:00
 AM-7:00 PM.

Harvard Longwood Campus Green Labs Competition
Form a team with other lab members and earn points toward prizes
 for taking environmentally friendly actions such as cleaning out
 freezers and donating supplies for freecycling. Contest runs July 7-
31, 2014.

Submit fitness benefit expenses by July 15
The HSPH fitness benefit provides financial assistance for faculty,
 staff, and postdoctoral fellows to join a health club of their choice.
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